Speech Writing: Useful phrases, links and conjunctions

How could you/we possibly...? And...
Do you really think...? Or...
What would happen if...? But...
Could your conscience cope with...? So...
Is it really worth...? If...
Do you want to be part of...? Because...
Are we to believe that...? However...
Doesn’t everyone know that...? Yet...
In my opinion... Firstly...
For this reason... Secondly...
I feel that... Next...
I am sure that... In addition...
Some believe that... Finally...
Surely you would agree that... In conclusion...
No one can deny... For...
Most people would agree that... Above all...
Here are two reasons why... Although...
This clearly shows that... Though...
We can see from the evidence that... Whether...
It is certain... Until...
A sensible/good idea would be to... Even though...
The truth is that... Nevertheless...
The fact is that... Otherwise...
Provided that...